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Tools. Set an Alert? Dealership Showcased. Here is one you don't see everyday! A restored
early 70's Ford truck loaded with very desirable opt This Ford F half-ton pickup wears its
original Winter Green paint with light patina and ha Auction Vehicle. Fully rebuilt Windsor
engine with less than miles o We just had the truck restored few months ago. This Ford F
Pickup for sale has a c. Gateway Classic Cars in Kansas City has your truck! The motor is a
built fe. The motor and trans were built in November of This was a project truck. Done ALL of
the difficult fitting and fabrication. All th Refine Search? Also be sure to view results in. This
Mercedes-Benz TD-T Wagon was with the original ownerfor 32 years before being acquired by
the seller, and it has resided in the Southwest and West since new. Power comes from a 3. The
Classic White exterior and black leather interior areoriginal to the car. Work performed within
the past five years consists of a new fan clutch, front shocks, idler arm, cooling system, fuel
lines, dash pad, rear window tint, and more. This third-series W shows under k miles and is
offered with the original window sticker and purchase documents and a clear Nebraska title in
the seller's name. This Mercury Montclair hardtop coupe is an older restoration finished in
two-tone Classic White over Persimmon. Power comes froma ci V8 paired with a three-speed
Merc-O-Matic automatic transmission, and it presentswith a two-tone vinyl interior, rear fender
skirts, power steering,a Continental kit, and a dual exhaust with glass pack mufflers. This
Montclair is now offered by the selling dealer with a clean California title. This Buick Wildcat
convertible has spent the majority of its life in Florida and is finished in white over a red vinyl
interior. Power comes froma ci NailheadV8 paired with a 2-speed automatic transmission.
Equipment includes a replacementconvertible top, power steering andbrakes, and air
conditioning. Now located in Annandale, Minnesota, this Wildcat is offered by the selling
dealeron a clean Minnesota title. This Chevrolet Nova has a refurbished exterior and interior and
is powered by a rebuilt ci V8 mated to a 3-speed automatic. The car is finished in Blue with a
White top and has new chrome bumpers, grille, and trim. Black vinyl front buckets are
separated by a custom center console and floor-mounted shifter and amenities includea
retro-styledigital stereo,additional speakers, and an amplifier. Additional equipment consists
ofpower steering,four-wheeldisc brakes, and new Michelin tires over Cragar SS wheels. This
Novais now offered with a clean Kansas title in the name of the seller. Sign up for our daily
newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our
Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All
other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious
accolade represents the continued growth of the company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie
Awards, the world's premier business awards recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought
to you by ClassicCars. Stark changes were on the horizon for the F-Series, as oil embargos and
emission regulations would force automakers to find cleaner, more efficient solutions to the
questions of power and performance. Those solutions would prove to be elusive; it would be
more than a decade before the F-Series would begin to see appreciable horsepower once again.
An actual increase in horsepower from the model year would take even longer - 27 years to be
exact. Until then, the F-Series would have to rely on styling, comfort, convenience, and overall
capability to win favor with the motoring public. That theme, which began in earnest with the
fifth-generation Ford pickups, would ultimately become their legacy to the F-Series line. We did
not produce this video, but we are sharing it as it is a beautifully restored and upgraded Ford F
pickup. What a superb truck! With the sixth-generation F-Series waiting in the wings, was
virtually a carbon copy of the model. Aside from minor changes in the grille and color palette,
two new temperature-related packages were offered. The Northland Special package offered
among other things an engine block heater, while a Super Cooling package delivered just the
opposite; a larger capacity radiator to help cool the engine in hot climates or hard working
situations. F, F, and F trucks filled out the model line, with trim levels ranging from Custom,
Custom Sport, Ranger, and Ranger XLT, the latter of which offered exterior and interior trim
levels comparable to passenger cars of the day. As with prior years, Styleside and Flareside
beds were offered with every model, Crew Cabs were available on F and F trucks, and
four-wheel drive was optional on F and F models. Ford continued to offer Camper Special
packages for the F and F, which included items such as heavy-duty suspension, extra cooling
capability, a camper wiring harness, sliding rear window, Western long arm mirrors, and a full
compliment of gauges. All engine and transmission options carried over from the F-Series with
no change in power or ratings. And with declining horsepower figures on the way for , would be
the final year for "easy" performance. From this point, an actual horsepower increase for the
F-Series wouldn't be realized until the horsepower 5. By then, the 's standard cubic-inch I-6 for
the F would be long gone, as would the standard "three-on-the-tree" manual transmission. The
and V-8s wouldn't make it through the next generation, while the V-8 would gradually become

the engine of choice for those seeking power and economy. The I-6, however, which replaced
the as the standard mill for the F and F - would become the savior of the F-Series line until the
power returned. The photos shown here of the green and white two-tone F are used with
permission from racer3de. The VIN plate is stamped on the rating plate. For many people, the
term "pickup truck" is synonymous with Ford's F-Series. Even the classic models remain in
high demand. Here is a look at the features and updates Ford offered for the models. Ford
chose to introduce its next generation of F-Series pickup truck. Designers squared off the body
lines and accented the flat side panels with a narrow indentation, which on the Ranger models
was highlighted by a stainless steel molding. Truck interiors were also more "plush," and
featured a padded dash, padded sun visors, and seat belts with shoulder anchor harnesses, all
as standard equipment. Also standard this year were dual brakes, a safety feature that
prevented a localized failure from taking down the entire system. Engine and transmission
choices remained the same as they were in trucks, but Ford increased its powertrain warranty
to 5 years or 50, miles. Federally mandated reflectors, which designers mounted on the side of
the hood and rear of the bedside, make it easy to distinguish the trucks from the '67s. Ford also
made engine changes this year, replacing the trucks' previous cu. V8 with either a cu. Buyers
who opted for heavy-duty suspension also received Ford's Flex-O-Matic system on the rear
springs, which featured a longer spring and a pivoting spring shackle that adjusted itself to suit
the load in the bed. Brakes received another update: The contact area on the F's drum style
brakes increased by percent. Air conditioning systems became a little more modern thanks to a
new unit that was integrated into the heater box. Ford offered three special models of the
F-Series for this year. The Contractor Special featured heavy-duty springs, dual swing lock
mirrors, a rear step bumper, a lighting package, and an optional under-hood electric power
pack. The Heavy Duty Special came with a larger battery, a more powerful alternator, heavy-duty
springs, a rear step bumper, and a gauge pack. Until now, custom models had a painted grille,
but Ford made a mid-year switch, giving all trucks a bright aluminum grille. Another mid-year
change was the addition of a V8, available as an option on 2WD pickups. The F-Series engine
and transmission choices remained the same for , so most changes were cosmetic. The XLT
featured interior trim as nice as most passenger cars of the time, another indication that Ford
was trying to satisfy buyers who wanted to combine hauling capability with comfort and style.
Only minor changes were made to the F-Series in All trucks received fuel tank vapor control
systems to keep fumes from escaping into the air, and California models also received an
exhaust emission control system. Minor changes were made to trim and upholstery. F-Series
trucks underwent just a few changes for the last year of this generation. All engines received
emission control systems to satisfy new regulations. Four-wheel-drive trucks had a new 3,lb.
Dale Wickell. Dale Wickell is an automotive expert who has worked in the industry for more than
four decades. Updated August 16, This article will explore the similarities and differences
between the two. NOTE: All references to 'bumpside' and 'dentside' trucks in this article refer to
the differences in the body-side contours. The ''72 bumpside trucks have a convex contour a
'bump' running down the body's beltline, whereas the 'dentside' trucks have a concave contour
a 'dent' , as pictured in Fig. Swapping the bumpside body onto a dentside chassis is often a
inexpensive and less labor-intensive method comparatively speaking of upgrading an older
truck to power steering and power disc brakes. There are also several other advantages, such
as:. However, they continued to use the same-width rear differential, resulting in a mismatch
between the front and rear track widths of the bumpside-era trucks. However, this was
corrected beginning with the 2WD and some 4WD models. While the frame remained basically
the same from the rear of the cab forward, everything from the back of the cab rearward was
widened out to 38", an increase of 4". The following chart shows the widths of the rear
framerails of various models:. With the redesigned frame came a new 4"-wider rear differential
housing, which finally enabled the rear wheels to track directly behind the front wheels.
Obviously, the leaf-spring mounting pads on the newer differential were also spaced 4" farther
apart on the axle tubes. The wider framerail spacing also allowed for a rear-mounted fuel tank in
most models that "is mounted within the protection of the husky frame siderails under the rear
of the pickup bed just above the spare tire". This replaced the in-cab tank, which in turn gave
the driver more room inside the cab and some storage space behind the seat. The frame
redesign didn't stop with simply widening out the rear half Most are looking it as an upgrade If
the dentside donor is a Camper Special, then the truck is also already equipped with a standard
front anti-sway bars and possibly the optional rear bar. Bumpside trucks could only get a front
anti-swaybar on the front of F and some F models, and it was a strange piece that extended
between the front radius arms instead of being mounted up front of the axles, as in a car
application. See Figs. Whatever the reasons, if you've decided to explore the possibility, here
are some of the things you need to be aware of. Mounting the cab and front sheetmetal is a

bolt-on affair However, because the rear frame section is longer and wider, mounting the box
will require a little work, though it's still definitely do-able. The box is bolted directly to the
frame. Because the dentside frame is wider, you'll have to drill new mounting holes in the box.
In of itself this is pretty straight-forward, except that you need to consider that the factory
reinforced the bed's mounting holes with hollow tubing, preventing the bed floor from distorting
when the hold-down bolts were tightened up and to prevent the bolt heads from pulling through
the floor. Because these are inside the bed support, it'll be next to impossible to add these, but
you might be able to reach in through the end of the bed support with something long to insert
a similar piece of tubing. Otherwise, be aware that over-tightening the hold-down bolts will
distort the floor and could possibly cause the bolt head to completely pull through the floor. The
other thing to consider is the difference in wheelbase. Remember that the dentside truck frames
are 2" longer behind the cab. Therefore, positioning the box so that the rear wheels are centered
inside the wheelwells will create a slightly larger gap between the cab and the front of the box.
On the other hand, if you shift the box forward to restore the proper cab-to-box gap, then the
rear wheels will no longer be centered in the wheelwells. An example of a '72 F body mounted
on a '76 chassis. In this case, the owner centered the rear tire in the wheelwell when mounting
the bed, resulting in a 2" greater gap between the cab and the bed. There are two ways of
dealing with the situation:. Simply split the 2" difference, resulting in a cab-to-box gap that is
only 1" wider than factory and rear wheels that are about 1" farther back towards the rear of the
wheelwell. Most truck owners who do the body swap use this method and report the difference
is virtually unnoticeable on a 2WD truck and not even an issue on a 4WD. The second method is
considerably more work, but the end result is better. Mount the box in the full-forward position,
maintaining the proper cab-to-box gap. Then relocate the rear spring mounts 2" forward, which
will in turn bring the entire rearend housing with it, centering the wheel in the wheelwell. Of
course, this method will probably require the need to shorten the driveshaft to compensate, and
possibly the rear brake lines. This style of swaybar interferes with header installation. The
dentside version is slightly longer and has a notch to accept the front swaybar link bracket not
shown. The bracket is identical though. You can see the notch in the end of the radius arm to
accept the link rod locating pin. These keep the hold-down bolts from distorting the bed floor
when tightened down, as well as preventing the bolt from pulling through the floor. Please save
this banner to your hard drive to place on your webpage. One of the more frequently-asked
questions from owners of truck owners involves a body swap of their ''72 body onto a ''79
chassis. Let's explore these in more detail:. There are two ways of dealing with the situation:
Simply split the 2" difference, resulting in a cab-to-box gap that is only 1" wider than factory and
rear wheels that are about 1" farther back towards the rear of the wheelwell. All rights reserved.
All brand names and product names used on this website are trade names, service marks or
registered trademarks of their respective holders. No portion or content of this site may be
reproduced or otherwise used without explicit permission. To report problems or provide
comments or suggestions, please click here. When Ford introduced the Twin I-beam front
suspension in , the front track width increased by several inches over the previous Mono-Beam
solid axle setup. The following chart shows the widths of the rear framerails of various models:
YEAR. There are many reasons given by truck owners for wanting to swap their bumpside truck
onto a dentside chassis. Full-time vs. Part-time - A full-time 4WD system provides engine power
to both the front and rear axles on all surfaces at all times. This usually requires a transfer case
with a center differential, a viscous coupling, or both. Full-time 4WD improves traction and
handling on paved surfaces in inclement weather, but may reduce fuel economy. A part-time
4WD system is designed to be operated only on reduced-traction surfaces. The transfer case
lacks any mechanism to allow front-to-rear axle speed differentiation. Thus, any accumulated
driveline bind must be released via tire scrub. Extended use of part-time 4WD on a high-traction
surface, such as dry pavement, can adversely affect handling and damage the driveline. Some,
but not all, part-time 4WD systems allow the operator to shift from two- to four-wheel drive
"on-the fly. When released, or "unlocked," the axle shaft is disengaged from the hub body
assembly and the wheel can rotate freely on the spindle. To unlock most automatic-locking
hubs, the operator must select a two-wheel drive mode and drive the vehicle straight backwards
at least 10 feet. The hubs of any part-time four-wheel drive system should always be unlocked
before driving on dry, hard-surfaced roads. Manual-locking hubs perform the same function as
automatic-locking hubs. However, the hubs must be manually locked or unlocked, usually by
twisting a part of the hub from a "free" position to a "locked" position. Advantages of manual
hubs include greater flexibility of operation, durability, and they provide the option of flat towing
of the vehicle without a trailer. Ford F-series Transfer Cases NOTE: The info provided below
was gleaned from a variety of internet messageboards and websites while doing personal
research. It's a cast-iron gear-driven unit, and all it does is engage and disengage the front

driveshaft. There is no neutral, only '2WD' and '4WD'. Cast iron, gear drive, 1. It's a tough case
but lacks a low range, and parts are getting hard to find for this. On Fs it was a 'married' setup
thru ' It was a 'divorced' setup on Fs through mid-'77 and then became 'married' thru ' It has a
set of differential gears which allow for full-time operation; the differential action can be
manually locked out. Kits are available to eliminate the action and convert the 'case to part-time.
An NP can be distinguished from a part-time NP by its single-piece rear output housing and
shift rail coming out the side of the case. On Fs it was only offered as a 'married' setup. It was a
'divorced' setup on Fs through mid-'77 and then became 'married' up to ' The NP was a
heavy-duty part-time, gear drive transfer case with a 1. It's smaller than the NP and about
pounds lighter. This is the choice of most hard-core off-roaders, due to it's strength. The
following links are. Description and Operation; Removal and Installation p. The transfer case
accepts power from the transmission output shaft and transfers it to the front and rear axles.
This model is a stand-alone unit sometimes referred to as a divorce-mounted transfer case. It
has two-speeds: High and Low. The gear ratios are 1. There are four shifting positions:
4L-N-2H-4H and an undocumented and not-recommended 5th position between 4L and N which
will give you 2wd low. Defective transfer case bearings are a common source of drive-train
vibrations. It is well worth the time and effort to have the transfer case rebuilt. Dana 24's are
PTO-capable. The early style are worth their weight in gold. If you are using 80 or 90W gear lube
in your transmission or transfer case then it will not operate as smoothly as it should. Ford
service and operating manuals both recommend using 50W engine oil in both the 4-speed
manual trans and the transfer case when the operating temperatures are over 10 degrees
Fahrenheit 30W engine oil is recommended when the operating temperatures are below 10
degrees Fahrenheit. A big shortcoming of the Dana 24 case is it's lack of a strut rod or really
any way to easily adapt one to it. Under heavy loading such as towing conditions , a divorced
transfer case tends to jerk forward-and-aft and makes for a rough ride and the truck's drivetrain
takes a good beating from it. Many, but not all, F 4x4's with the NP case came with a factory
strut rod that consisted of a plate that bolted to the NP's lowest rear cover, a tube that bolts to
one of several adjustment holes in the lower bracket and an angled bracket with rubber shock
bushings that's riveted to a frame crossmember. This strut rod pictured at right, click to enlarge
is very easy to adapt to any ''72 F 4x4 after swapping in an NP case. The strut rod will have to be
shortened several inches due to the difference in wheelbase from ''72 trucks vs. They were
originally a full time 4WD case, meaning all 4 tires receive power at all times. This was made
possible through use of a differential in the back of the that let the front and rear driveshafts
turn at different speeds as just as a differential in an axle lets each axleshaft turn at a different
speed. For off-road use, the had a "lock" position in which the differential was locked making
the front and rear outputs spin at the same speed. A popular modification to the was to install a
"part-time" kit to eliminate the differential. In this configuration the operates like more
conventional transfer cases in that it's either in 2WD or 4WD and when in 4WD the power is
evenly split from front to rear. The NP is identified by several features. The transfer case is
made up of 4 sections bolted together: a range box used by various companies to make a
't-case doubler' set up to get even lower low-range for rock crawling , the chain case which
houses the chain drive to the front driveshaft output, the differential housing, and the output
housing. The front 2 sections are cast iron, the back 2 sections are typically aluminum. The
overall length is about 22" - 23" from the face of the case to the rear output yoke centerline. The
shifter is a somewhat complicated box that actuates the 2 levers on a single shaft on the side of
the range box section of the The model tag if it still exists will be found on the front of the chain
case above the front output shaft. It will list the model number, the manufacture date and the
gear ratio. Type: Chain-driven, cast-iron Low-range ratio: 2. Use depended on the year, model,
engine, and transmission. GM and Dodge used the in some trucks into the early 90's, Ford
stopped using the in The is a part-time 4WD case, meaning when it's in 2WD the front driveshaft
will not receive power. NP cases had several different configurations with Ford and Dodge
using both married and divorced models and GM using many different input spline types and 2
different bolt patterns. The NP is identified by several features:. The transfer case is one piece
of cast iron. There is a small idler shaft cover on the back of the with 3 small bolts holding it on.
This is somewhat unique among transfer cases. The overall length of the NP in fixed output
yoke versions is about " from the front of the case to the center of the output yoke. The shifter
is a very simple lever operating a crossbar between the two shift rails that plunge in and out of
the front of the case. The ID tag is found above the front driveshaft output, and will list model,
manufacture date and gear ratio. Type: Gear-driven, cast-iron Low-range ratio: 1. Some Dodge
and IH models were longer, "divorce-mounted'' versions. The NP has left- or right-side front
outputs and a center rear output. Caution is advised: there were many varieties in NP shaft
splines and so forth. A PTO plate can be found on the left side of the case. They are very tough

and cheap to rebuild when needed. Common upgrades for the Ford divorced NP are the
late-'80's Dodge fixed-yoke output shaft that has smaller drilled oiling holes to replace the
weaker early-style output shaft with slotted oiling passages. The stock Ford divorced NP came
with a input and front output and a series rear output yoke. Case Variations The NP has
numerous variations, only a few of which we show here. The most common varieties are the
early-model GM A with eight-bolt racetrack pattern round six-bolt front mounting pattern shown
here , the Ford remote mounted with a fixed yoke on the input shaft B , and the late-style GM
with a slip-yoke rear output C. Even input bearing diameters vary, so measure to see which one
you have. I cannot verify the accuracy of the data presented, and just added them to this page
for easy reference while continuing the research. They bolt to an adapter that then bolts to the
tranny. The adapters come in different lengths but that's the only real variable. The C6 has an
adapter and the manual tranny has a little different adapter. What engine powers it makes no
difference. If you go from a divorced unit to a married unit you'll have to have both driveshafts
rebuilt and make your own crossmembers and junk like that. Divorced Dana 24s and divorced
NP's share the same 4-stud mounting pattern and will swap with each other easily. Info NOTE:
The info provided below was gleaned from a variety of internet messageboards while doing
personal research. The biggest difference between the Dana 24 and the NP aside from the Dana
24 being a married unit and the NP a divorced unit is that the latter uses helical-cut gears for the
low range as well as the high range. Low-range gears on a Dana 24 are straight-cut spur gears,
hi-range uses helical cut. Also, the gearset in the NP is thicker, allowing more contact between
the gears to spread the load. Please save this banner to your hard drive to place on your
webpage. Hubs, automatic vs. The NP is identified by several features: 1. All rights reserved. All
brand names and product names used on this website are trade names, service marks or
registered
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trademarks of their respective holders. No portion or content of this site may be reproduced or
otherwise used without explicit permission. To report problems or provide comments or
suggestions, please click here. Transfer Case Terminology. Ford F-series Transfer Cases.
NOTE: The info provided below was gleaned from a variety of internet messageboards and
websites while doing personal research. Transfer Case Basic Description. Shift Pattern. Dana 21
- All ''72 F 4x4s 4-spds usually an NP and '73 6-cyl. Dana 24 - 'divorced' part-time 2-speed hi-lo ,
used on ''72 FFs 4x4s and were also pretty common in the ''66 Fs. Major Repair Operations p.
Transfer Case to Transmission Extension Bolts. Idler Shaft Cover Bolts. Shift Fork Set Screw.
Transfer Case Cover Bolts. Major Repair Operations, continued p. The Dana 24 was installed in
F 4x4's from through Transfer Case Swapping Notes. NOTE: The info provided below was
gleaned from a variety of internet messageboards while doing personal research.

